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NCIAC suggests new standard names for beer serving sizes 

Australians are confused about what to call the different sizes beer can come in, and they require a 

new national standard, according to the National Centre for Inference Assumption and Conjecture. 

After a lot of research, most of which included Wikipedia, NCIAC found that although glass sizes 

within each major city tend to have the same names, and retain the same names, there are no 

nation-wide standards for the names of these sizes. 

NCIAC Senior Biberologist Stephen Wobblecobbler said that this confusion could lead to incorrect 

drink orders. 

“It is not inconceivable that a beer enthusiast from Adelaide visiting Sydney, in want of a reasonable 

285ml of beer, would request a schooner of lager,” Mr Wobblecobbler said. 

“In this situation, this particular imbiber of excellent yeasty beverages would be presented with a 

whole 425ml of the delicious chilled drink, and could very well be somewhat taken aback.” 

“The problematic 285ml glass size, it seems, is called seven different things across eight cities in 

Australia.” 

A 285ml glass of beer is called a schooner in Adelaide, a handle in Darwin, a pot in Brisbane and 

Melbourne, a ten in Hobart, a half-pint or middy in Perth and Canberra, and just a middy in Sydney. 

In response to this finding, Mr Wobblecobbler has developed a new set of standard names for glass 

sizes, to be used across Australia. 

“The first step in creating the new naming scheme was to more accurately translate the old fluid 

ounce measurements into millilitres. For example, where the 10 fluid ounce glass was previously 

translated into 285ml in Australia, the more accurate conversion is 295.735ml. 

“With this in mind, we have developed the new names for each glass size. 

“With some help from the Australian public, I hope that soon the Adelaidian visiting Sydney would 

be able to confidently order a Reversing Motor Vehicle of lager, knowing full well what size of drink 

to expect,” said Mr Wobblecobbler. 

The National Centre for Inference Assumption and Conjecture will attempt to roll out the new 

names, which will totally make the situation better and not at all more confusing, later this year. 

The new names can be found on the following page. 

More information about NCIAC can be found at www.nciac.com 

Media enquiries: media@nciac.com  
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The new names are as follows: 

 A Bolivian Phone Number (591ml) 

20 fl oz is around 591.471ml. Rounding this to 591 we get the international calling code for 

Bolivia, +591. 

 A WAGR N Class (444ml) 

15 fl oz converts to 443.603ml, which can be rounded up to 444. The classification 4-4-4T 

refers to a particular classification of steam locomotives. The first of this classification in 

Australia were introduced by the Western Australian Government Railway (WAGR), and 

were referred to as the WAGR N Class. 

 A Reversing Motor Vehicle (296ml) 

10 fl oz converts to 295.735, which when rounded up to 296 points toward Regulation 296 in 

the Australia Road Rules, which pertains to driving a vehicle in reverse. 

 An Eight Matchsticks (207ml) 

7oz is 207.015ml, which when rounded down to 207, is the number of different 

permutations of matchstick graphs with eight edges. 

 A Standard Air Compressor (118ml) 

4 fl oz is around 118.294. Rounding to 118 we get the identifier for the International 

Organisation for Standardisation Technical Committee 118 (ISO/TC 118). This committee is 

in charge of standards around ‘Compressors and pneumatic tools, machines and equipment’ 
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